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Kathy Shi 施华女士

Founder/Chairperson 创始人 / 董事长

“The essence of Chinese and Western culture, beautifully fused: an international education with Chinese flavor.”

Dear All,
Welcome to BIBS (Beanstalk International Bilingual School).
BIBS’ history can be traced back to 1998, where it all began with a small
international kindergarten. Over the next 21 years, the initial seedling
grew, and blossomed, spreading from one campus to eight. Outside
our home base in Beijing, our education extends into the most southern
area of China – Hainan Island. Accordingly, we have grown from a single
kindergarten to an education group covering both kindergarten and a K-12
international school.
BIBS’ mission is based on the concept that a real international education
in China should be an International education fused with Chinese culture
and values. That is, we“pick the essence of Chinese and Western
cultures, and fuse these elements together.”For more than 20 years, we
have been and upholding this principle, striving to practice our principle
tenets – “combining eastern and western education philosophies,
realizing Chinese and English as a “bilingual mother tongue” and
educating the future’s international citizens.BIBS believes that bilingual
education is not a kind of simple, single language education. Rather, we
believe that education should be well rounded and flexible. Curricular
content should shift from national standards to international standards,
from a narrow outlook to world view, from a localized geographical basis
to an international perspective. Learning a language is no longer solely
the practice of grammar, but rather a means by which one can truly
appreciate culture.
BIBS has established a true bilingual teaching mechanism, providing
integrated bilingual classroom teaching and extracurricular activities and
intensive language courses in order to meet individual needs. We employ
teachers with internationally recognized qualifications; we follow the
standards set by the internationalization of the curriculum; we emphasise
the extended and yet complementary nature of family and school
education; we pay attention to the cultivation of a well-rounded profile
for our students; and we care about each student’s individual needs and
development and we continue to work hard to build the best international
educational platform for them we can.
BIBS’ curriculum is based on the most widely recognized IB system
and has built our own IB framework. We pay attention to the organic
fusion of the IB framework and Chinese culture, after many years of
exploration practice, we found the best ratio of bilingual teaching is 70%
English and 30% Chinese which can ensure our children to achieve the
bilingual language level in Chinese and English on the same standard.
Understanding and appreciating that children learn in different ways and

excel in different areas, our programs encourage students to draw upon
their strengths and to explore new ideas of interest to them as critical
thinkers with inquiring minds. Our teachers seek to inspire students to
reach their full potential. High expectations and targets for improvement
are based upon each student’s individual learning styles. We want our
students to be confident, inquiring and tolerant individuals equipped with
the knowledge and integrity to be successful in their own right, as well
as positive contributors to their local and global communities as 21st
century thinkers and globally-minded citizens.
From the beginning, BIBS has never slowed the pace of exploring
for innovation, has constantly been refining bilingual teaching, at the
same time, BIBS has been striving to create a most human and warm
environment for students, staff and parents. We propose a new idea of
building a“community school,” meaning that in both teaching and daily
management, breaking the traditional barriers between parents and
school, parents and students are welcome to participate in the school
life. We encourage parents to get involved in our school management
and construction or to just come to school and have a cup of coffee.
Our school environment is built comfortable and relaxed and we are
committed to have our children grow up in an environment full of “love,
care and support.” We believe in the future when they go to the society,
they will spread our spirit to the world.
The 21st century is the century of globalization. The world has become
a small village. At the same time, the 21st century is a period of
rejuvenation for national cultures – an era in which Oriental civilisations
will shine! Accordingly, BIBS bravely carries on the responsibility “To
explore the frontiers for Chinese education: to educate and output the
composite talents to the world,” BIBS has found its duty to act as the
steamroller in the international education field. We have devoted our love
and responsibility to our children, our society and our world.
Dearest members of the BIBS Community, we open the most sincere
embrace and welcome and invite you to join us. Please call or visit so
that you may come to experience and know what it means to be part of
our community.
All the best wishes!

Kathy Shi
Founder & Chairperson
Beanstalk Education Group
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2019

秋

季刊

力 尽 不 知 热
但 惜 夏 日 长
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封面故事 Cover Story

青苗朝阳常营校区和海淀四季青校区正式开学了 !

Grand Openings!
Today
The BIBS
Chaoyang Changying Campus
Haidian Academy
Open!
Year of 1998, BIBS was founded
As the first Chinese international
Bilingual education brand
Year of 2018, BIBS has grown
With 20 years of experience
18 campuses in 6 provinces and cities
Year of 2019, BIBS welcomes new campuses
Dongrun moving to Changying
Haidian Academy opening in Sijiqing!
More than 20 years serving in education
We know every small dream needs to be nurtured!
Love, Care and Support at BIBS
Soar on the wings of your dreams!
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About BIBS
Founded in 1998 and growing to
nearly 20 campuses throughout
China. BIBS has been certified by
the International Baccalaureate
Organization (IB) and the Western
Association of Schools and
Colleges (WASC) and is committed
to a well-rounded international
education system from international
kindergarten to senior high schools,
with integrated Chinese and
Western educational philosophies,
cultural components and best
practices.

BIBS Campuses
BIBS Chaoyang Changying
Campus – 20,000 sqm campus
th
along the east 5 Ring Road, next
to the beautiful Changying Park.
BIBS Haidian Academy, the 600acre campus at the foot of Xishan
hills, the education highland of
Beijing.
Both campuses have a 1000+
student capacity and are fully
equipped with modern facilities
such as indoor stadium, tennis
course, theatre, comedy center,
STEAM Creator’s Studio, ESL
and mental health counselling
room, which are all covered by air
purifying system.
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BIBS Curricula
Kindergarten Curriculum:

B I K ’s t h e m a t i c i n q u i r y - b a s e d
curriculum focuses on Belongs,
Growing and Learning, consisting
o f C o m m u n i t y, E n v i r o n m e n t ,
We l l - b e i n g , P h y s i c a l C o n t r o l ,
Independence, Thinking, Skills
and Knowledge etc. The program
is designed to foster 2-6 yearso l d c h i l d re n ’s s t u d y i n g s k i l l s ,
personal development and sense
of belonging. Teaching and projects
are conducted in a well-balanced
bilingual environment, laying a good
foundation for IB Primary Years
Program (PYP) studies.

Elementary School
Curriculum:

The elementary school of BIBS
Haidian Academy and BIBS
Changying Campus respectively
adopt international curriculum and
bilingual curriculum. Both curricular
guarantee the students with the
opportunities to choose either IB for
world top universities, or National
Education Program for the best
Chinese universities such as PKU and
Tsing-Hua, in an open, inquiry-based
and bilingual learning environment.

Middle School Curriculum:

middle school at both campuses
choose IB curriculum, including
I B MYP a n d I B D P, a l o n g w i t h
intensive traditional Chinese culture
education. BIBS value the fusion of
Chinese and Western culture, and
is committed to empowering our
students with the capabilities to
become bilingual, multi-cultural and
global-minded leaders.
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BIBS Power
• 20 years as leading pioneer of
international bilingual education
Founded in 1998 more than 20
years
Exploring a well-rounded education
concept
The first Chinese international
education brand
• The essence of Chinese and
Western education
Unique bilingual curriculum with
over 20 years of reputation
Integrating the best Chinese and
Western education concept and
practices
The leading pioneer of IB
localization
• World accreditations
IB (PYP/MYP/DP)
WASC
BIBS, nurturing your children’s
bright future!
Opens the door of world top
universities!

• Love, Care and Support
More than 20 years serving in
education
We know every little dream needs
to be nurtured!
Soar on the wings of your dreams!

Admission Information
BIBS Chaoyang Changying Campus
Enrollment: Kindergarten and K-6
Address: No. 1 Yaojiadian Road,
Chaoyang District Beijing
Tel: (+8610) 8456-2808
E-mail: changying@bibs.com.cn

BIBS Haidian Academy
Enrollment: Kindergarten and K-5
Address: Yanxitai, Jushan Road,
Sijiqing Village, Haidian District
Beijing
Tel: (+86) 13231668315
E-mail: hda@bibs.com.cn
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青苗人物 Figure of BIBS

我要设计一款超跑，以班主任的名字来命名！

Design My Super Sports Car
Anson, a BIBS graduate, has just
received admission letter from
two top international schools in
Greece! Before departing China,
we have arranged an interview
with Anson and his mother, who is
very grateful of his son’s studying
journey with BIBS. It’s our great
pleasure and proud, that our BIBS
children sparkle wherever they go!

An Unexpected On-site Admission
Anson’s Mom: We were not planning to move over until Anson’s G-7 or G-8. This
March we spent our spring break in Greece and were told by friends that it would
take 4-5 years to apply for a top Greek international school, so we thought to start
preparing in his G-4, and we did not expect the admission so quickly.
Anson: Indeed, and especially the ACS interview (the 60-years history Athens
American Community School, which has the children of the Greek prime minister),
which was supposed to feedback a month later. But at the end of the day, the
principal stepped out of his office and placed his arm on my shoulder while telling
me ‘Anson, this is your new life.’ – I was admitted right then!
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BIBS in the Eyes of Top School Principals
Anson’s Mom: We did not plan on choosing St. Katherine either. Being the top British
private school in Greece, it hardly accepts none native English students, and Anson
is by far the 5th student from China. The enrollment guide of St. Katherine includes
citizenship preference clause, which means unless a non-EU applicant is super good,
EU applicants will be accepted first. For that we are truly delighted.
Anson: It’s amazing that the principal of St. Katherine School knew BIBS well, and the
IB curriculum in BIBS and St. Katherine are synchronized perfectly!

The IB Curriculum Advantages
Anson’s Mom: A biggest advantage of the IB curriculum is the seamless connection
with all IB World schools. I familiarized myself with IB long time ago and I very much
agree on the inquiry-based teaching concept and UOI units. I believe the Greek
principal is aware of BIBS just because BIBS was the earliest IB curriculum adopter in
China.
For a G-4 child, Anson is now able to collect and analyze information and make his own
point. This comprehensive ability is very impressive and cannot be simply replaced by
testing scores.
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Following the Instinct
Anson’s Mom: Anson joint BIBS during G2 with only basic verbal English and
weaker reading skills. For some reason he was really into sharks, and his teacher
recommended him plenty of English reading about them. I was worried that this
would spoil him and asked his teacher to treat him like a normal kid of his class. Yet
his teacher assured me that we must respect Anson’s interest and choice.
Anson: Not only my homeroom teacher, our library teachers also knew my interests
by heart too. Whenever we have new book about sharks, they will recommend it to
me, and I loved reading all of them!

Faith in Our Children, Faith in the School
Anson’s Mom: I have not sent Anson to any outside English tutoring schools.
Thanks to the support from his teachers at BIBS, Anson has reached highest level
in the MAP tests.
We should have faith in our children and the school, and don’t let anxiety mislead
you. As a parent we should have eyes for what the schools is good at and let our
children grow up at their own pace.
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Biggest Achievement at BIBS
Anson’s Mom: My son developed well physically, emotionally and academically.
On his last day his teacher and classmates sent him off at the campus gate and
embraced him with tears… Even now when we drive by the school, Anson would
ask me to slow down so he can take a good look at the campus.

I’ve got my achievements too. Thanks to everyone in the PTA, we have
accomplished a lot for our children. We have become friends and the memories will
be with us for years…

Future
Anson’s Mom: For Anson, I simply wanted to him to be healthy. But with him
growing up I realized a healthy mind is just as important. When he was little, I
always told him there are more important things in this world than money. Being a
mother, I want him to be passionate and confident for his life, which should not fall
on one school, one career or one interest…
Anson: I wish to get along with my new school. I’m really into cars now, and if
possible, I’d like to run my own super cars company in the future. And by the way I
will design a new model named after my homeroom teacher Mrs. Lynne!
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青苗风采 Grow with BIBS

青苗国际课程体系更加完善，升学通道进一步拓宽

The Strategic Cooperation Signing
Ceremony

24th October 2019
Beanstalk Education Group
Oxford International AQA
Examinations
British Council
The Signing Ceremony of Strategic
Cooperation and Licensing
BIBS Chengdu Campus
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The ceremony is another important milestone of the internationalization of Beanstalk’s
education service, which will meet the need for diversified high-quality international
education resources from students and parents, improve Beanstalk education’s
international curriculum program, and widen BIBS students’ enrollment passages.

Oxford International AQA Examinations
AQA, the Assessment and Qualifications Alliance, is the largest British examination
authority and one of the three British licensing organizations. It is also the creator
and rule-maker of the new A-Level and GCSE curricula. In 2015 AQA and Oxford
University Press (a department of Oxford University) jointly established the Oxford
International AQA Examinations and unfolded a new era of AQA International GCSE
and A-Level curriculum system construction and assessment execution.
Oxford International AQA Examinations entered the Chinese market in 2017, and is
committed to providing better and newer British curricula for Chinese International
GCSE, AS and A-level examinees, and offering stronger integrative education support
to international schools and students and helping them achieve further development
on high-quality learning, assessment and examinations.
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What does the strategic cooperation with Oxford International AQA Examinations bring to BIBS
students?
Diversified international curricula: The Oxford International AQA curriculum is devoted to cultivating student’s creativity, desire,
critical thinking and self-directed learning, and improve international school’s GCSE and A-Level curricula program.
Improved teaching resources: The improved Oxford International AQA online integrated teaching resource ecosystem provides
continued support to optimal teaching.
Taking world exam at home: A-Level study, examinations and diploma awarding can be completed in-house the BIBS campuses
synchronously with worldwide examinees.
Widened enrollment passages: With the A-Level exam results students may submit their application directly to world top
universities such as Oxford, Cambridge and US Ivy League Schools.

British Council
British Council is the UK’s international organization for cultural relations and
educational opportunities. British Council creates friendly knowledge and
understanding between the people of the UK and other countries. British Council
works with more than 100 countries across the world in the fields of arts and
culture, the English language, education and civil society.
British Council is the leader of global English teaching and assessments with
over 80 years of experience and rich academic recourses and sophisticated
examination service. British Council provides different kinds of English assessment
products and services to clients around the world, remains open communication
and partnership with foreign governments, education organizations on English
teaching promotion, teacher training, and education internationalization, helping
students to improve comprehensive English skills and supplying more international
exchange opportunities.
British Council started to work in China in 1979 and will mark its 40th anniversary
in 2019. The celebration will include a series of cultural and educational exchange,
art and culture activities, education opportunities, language learning and
assessment programs.
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What does the cooperation with the British Council bring to BIBS?
Signing up the British Council PSGN (Partner School Global Network) programme brings BIBS into the British Council global
community school network for British curriculum. BIBS will be connected to and communicate with thousands of elite international
schools from more than 30 countries. The PSGN member school benefits include:
Help introducing highly regarded British international curriculum programme.
Access to high-quality exam management and internationally authoritative English assessment services, supporting regulated
operations of British curriculum.
Access to various online and offline resources and activities, strengthen career development, global communication and
cooperation of school management and teachers.
Access to rich resources and programmes designed for integrated development of students, parents and schools, enhancing
school teaching and development with international education.
The signing ceremony among Beanstalk Education Group, Oxford International AQA Examinations and The British Council is a
commitment on further substantial support and continuous improvement via quality assessments, for more future students.
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青苗风采 Grow with BIBS

青苗升学指导部：为您全方位解析留学规划那些事儿 ......

BIBS Guidance Counselling Office

University enrollment pressure
comes when your children start
middle school. How to apply for
the target college? How to choose
major? Is it necessary to transfer to
a foreign high school ahead of time?
Or are you already running among
all kinds of agencies?
Addressing to your concerns, Mr.
Steven Li from BIBS Guidance
C o u n s e l l i n g O ff i c e c o n d u c t e d
workshops respectively in BIBS
Shunyi and UES campuses last
week.
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Host
Steven Li
Director, Guidance Counselling Office
BIBS Shunyi Campus
16 years of international education experience used
to lead the guidance counselling service for an
education group with 14 international high schools
Director of British Yanfu Education Foundation

The BIBS Guidance Counselling Office, under the instruction of Beanstalk Education Group and
renowned professionals, has established an upgraded comprehensive guidance counselling system.
Today we will discuss how should parents and school work together on academy planning from the
career planning, exam planning, background promotion and university application perspective.

Professionalized guidance counselling team
First of all, I would like to make an introduction of our guidance counselling team, who come from
various academic fields such as education, physics, chemistry of the top universities like Cambridge,
University of London and University of York etc. They all hold master’s degree and have years of
experience on curriculum and guidance counselling services. It’s the professionalization of our
administrative positions that guarantees the most precise and accurate support to our students.
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Four dimensions of study
overseas
So how can this professional team help
you children? I’d like to split the topic
into four dimensions as following.
1 Career Planning
8 years ago, in the international school
I was working for, almost all students
chose to study economics or finance
overseas. When I asked them why, the
only answer I had was ‘interesting’. No
one understood the difference between
these two subjects.
At that moment I realized how important
c a re e r p l a n n i n g w a s i n t h e e n t i re
guidance counselling process. Before
c h o o s i n g a u n i v e r s i t y a n d m a j o r,
students must be made aware of their
own interests, personality, and the nature
and future of their target field. For this
reason, the BIBS Guidance Counselling
Office provides personalized counselling
service to every student based on oneon-one communication, career and
personality tests. We help our students
select, establish and examine their
development plan and career objectives.
2 Exam Planning
Chinese students are no strangers to
examinations. Exam planning helps our
students prepare for the examinations
needed for world top universities and
become winners of the competition.
M a n y f o re i g n u n i v e r s i t i e s re q u i re
applicants to submit all their past exam
results. Failing to do well with the first
round of exam may very well leave a bad
impression to the admission officers,
and eventually lead to total failure.
Therefore, early planning and preparation
is essential.
Some test scores are only valid for 2
years. How to plan well and present
the best scores all together? More
information will be available at following
workshops. In the meantime, parents are
always welcomed to visit our office for
further discussion.
3 Background Promotion

B e s i d e s a c a d e m i c s c o re s , s o c i a l
activities experience also plays an
important part in university applications.
Students background promotion can be
planned in the following ways.
Academic Competitions: starting from
this school year our teachers have
selected 10+ from more than 70 different
international academic competitions.
These competitions can and will take our
students to a bigger academic platform
and promote their background.
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Special activities planned for target
careers: a complicated term which can
be explained better with a case of my
ex-student, who like biology and drawing
but still had no clear picture of his future
in G10. I suggested him to get a nice
sketch book, in which pages on the
left side are for commonly seen plants,
while the pages on the right side are for
corresponding English introductions.
He was a hardworking student, and
by G12 the sketch book brought him
offers from Biology and Design major
of several famous US universities. This
is what activities planning can do to the
applicants. It helps them set their goals
and defines the most helpful background
promoters.
Summer application counselling: many
parents send their children to summer
camps. I’d like to point out that summer

schools are not summer camps! Summer
schools in the US are the summer
subject or language courses opened to
domestic and international high school
students and undergraduates. One must
present adequate TOEFL results to apply
for summer schools. Once admitted,
students can start a short term studying
in the top universities directly, such as
Harvard, Yale, Columbia and Stanford
etc. If scores are qualified, students
will have the opportunity to exchange
credits and obtain recommendation
letters from top professors, which will
become a huge plus to student’s future
applications.
4 University Application
All above are for this most important
step. We will follow the one-on-one
personalized rule and help our students
complete and organize all application
documents such as recommendation
letter and transcripts. We will also try our
best to help them apply for scholarship
and necessary financial support.
It’s all about preparation. We will work
closely with our students and their
parents and provide the best planning
from day one!
【Special thanks to Mr. Steven Li,
Director of BIBS Guidance Counselling
Office】
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青苗风采 Grow with BIBS

作家来访：
创意无处不在，只需一双善于发现的眼睛和抓住它们的手！

Authors from Australia

Last week, BIBS Shunyi and
UES campuses welcomed
Australian author couple
Michael Wagner and Jane
Godwin.
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Jane Godwin is an award-winning author of picture books and junior chapter books. Her book Go Go
and the silver shoesis a Panda Book Award Nominee this year.
Michael Wagner writes junior chapter books filled with humor. Both Jane and Michael currently have four
books on the Children’s Book Council of Australia’s Notables – List, 2019.

The secret of book publishing
Inspired children to start their own stories
Jane presented to our Grade 3 students on the topic
of how a picture book is made. In her fascinating
presentation, she showed the process of developing
an idea, writing the words, working with an illustrator
on the images, and finally producing the book. Jane
first read aloud the charming story, Little Cat and the
big red bus, and told the story of how she got the idea
for the book, in which a young girl falls asleep on the
school bus and misses her stop.
She then showed the first rough copies of the story and
its evolution to a published book – from a stack of loose
papers with typed words to a mock book with black
and white pictures to a mock book with color pictures
and typed words to finally, the final book. These secrets
of book writing and publishing fired up our children’s
passion to start their own stories!
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We are surrounded by story ideas all the time.
We just have to decide to notice them !
Michael and Jane presented together to Grades 4 and 5 on the topic of where ideas for writing creative stories come from. After
introducing themselves and sharing some photos of Australia, they took turns explaining how they got the ideas for some of
their popular books. As the sessions were highly interactive, they asked the students to think about where they go for ideas.
Our students had answers like “I look around and write down what I see”, “I get ideas from stories I read”, and “something I am
interested in”, which led the authors to reveal a slide full of the very responses the students had just shared. Great ideas come from
experiences, things we love, observations, and our imaginations.
Both Michael and Jane praised our students for being engaged listeners. They particularly loved their thoughtful questions, like
“What is the hardest part about writing?” and “What makes a book good?” As Michael answered: “We are surrounded by story
ideas all the time. We just have to decide to notice them.”
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Epilogue
We would like to thank Jane Godwin and
Michael Wagner for such an amazing
day. We look forward to putting the
author’s advice and tips for writing to
good use in the coming months as
students get creative in their writing.
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青苗风采 Grow with BIBS

少 年 强 则 国 强 —— 青 苗 上 东 校 区 五 年 级 长 城 之 行

UES G5 Great Wall Trip

Longing for you
The rising sun
The autumn breezes
G5 students of UES Campus
Before graduation
The Great Wall Trip
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Over the years, Great Wall Camping has
become a must-do for UES graduates.
As part of our POI project, the trip is
to help our little ‘Beanstalkers’ realize
how far they have developed, and
how far they can go without holding
their parents’ hands, and nurture the
quality of courage, responsibility and
independence.
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The two days trip is a tough adventure,
yet with surprises, wisdom and proud.
Our young talents showed plenty of
curiosity and courage the moment
they arrived at the Great Wall. On the
way to the campsite they discovered
insects, praying mentis, fire flies and
running squirrels. Lively nature and the
wall brought them close to the earth,
and taught them the true meaning of
conquering and peace.

This camping trip is a nice gift to our
th
country’s 70 birthday. Standing on the
top of the Great Wall with a national flag
in their hands, shouting out their best
wishes to their motherland.
Indeed, a very important Chinese lesson
was taught in a special way, on the Great
Wall.
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In the spirit of Strong Juvenile Strong China, our
young learners, with their wisdom and energy,
hiked up the Great Wall, built the camps and
stayed overnight. Everyone participated in the
project and learned how to play the right role in
their team.
It has also been a great bonding moment among
families, teachers and friends. Students learned
about responsibility, gratefulness and looking
after each other…

In the golden September
Witnessed by the Great Wall
Every drop of sweat
Or even tear
Wrote down our memories
Of determined spirit
One day in the future
We will realize our promises
With our strong bodies
And broad knowledge!
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青苗风采 Grow with BIBS

荷头尖尖，蓄势待发！
——第 四 届 纵 横 杯 中 文 辩 论 赛 青 苗 小 将 大 获 全 胜

Winners of the Debate Competition

The 4th Zongheng Cup Debate
Competition, gathering over 300
d e l e g a t e s o f 5 0 t e a m s f ro m 2 0
schools, from Beijing, Shenzhen, Hefei
and Tianjin has finished yesterday. The
BIBS team has won the 3rd place of
Group C and Group B, with Tommy
Zhang and Nikita Ju winning the Best
Match Debater and Lisa Pang winning
the Best Game Debater.
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【Best Match Debater】

Class 8.1
Tommy Zhang

Very happy to win the 3rd place
of Group C with my team! I really
appreciate all my Chinese teachers
for their instructions. It was a
tough game and we have had
our fun, joy, disappointment and
achievements. Although we missed
the championship, I know we all did
the best we could. We will learn from
this year and hope to win the gold
metal next time!

【Best Match Debater】

Class 8.1
Nikita Ju

I must say thank you to my team
mates and the entire Chinese teacher
department, and especially Ms.
Sandy. It was a good opportunity
for us to lear n about teamwork,
communication and quick thinking.
We also have a better understanding
on critical thinking skills now. The
match was intense, and I knew I must
not fail our own efforts and my team
mates’ trust. We will come back next
year, and do better!
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【Best Game Debater】
At first we were not confident at all, and it was Ms. Sandy who has encouraged and supported us
all along. She taught us to learn from our failure and grow with the experience. I think the match
was all about teamwork spirit. No matter how strong the competitors are, we stick together
and never lose faith. I was nervous, lost and tired, but in the end I realized how much I have
developed on expressing myself and teamwork – great lifetime gain!

Class 9.1
Lisa Pang
We spent so much time preparing for the competition. We wrote scripts, discussed the strategy
and held mockup competitions among grades, then invited experienced teachers to give their
feedback, and then revise our scripts and practiced again… All for the final competition.
Every game was exciting, and like our teachers said, rather than just a game, it was also an
opportunity to learn and grow. We learnt from preparing, from our competitors, from the judges,
and from the games, about critical thinking, about listening and expressing, about quick reaction
and emergency responding.
The competition will become nice memories of our life.

Student G11
Rachel Li

Head of Chinese Teaching Dept
The BIBS team did a good job, and I’m very
proud of being one of them to witness my
students’ outstanding performance. I’m so happy
for having such excellent students in my teaching
career.

Louise Guan
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Chinese Teaching Dept
From total strangers to well-trained debaters,
I have had the pleasure to witness my
students grow. Our little debaters were able
to recover one failure and quickly shift their
focus to the next game, and brought their
bests to the competition. They respected
and learnt from their competitors, and totally
devoted themselves to the games. It was
great spirit and performance.

Sandy Yang

Chinese Teaching Dept
Who can say the competition did not start in the spring when we began preparing? This
February, 13 students and 4 Chinese teachers set off their journey and started practicing
week after week, while each of them had other routine classes like TOEFL, math and piano
etc. However, weekend or holiday, we were always practicing. Being 11 and 12-years-old
teenagers, their self-disciplinary surprised us. They have been passionate as we teachers do.
After half-year preparation, I knew winning was inevitable.

Summer Wang

Chinese Teaching Dept
The G11 students in Group A have demonstrated outstanding logical thinking and language
skills. They were clear with their points and used strong arguments. They also presented very
good reacting abilities during the free debating. The team performed very well during the match
and as the instructor of Group A, I feel very happy for having spent valuable time with my
students for a successful debating event from which we have all achieved a lot.

Icarus Wang

Chinese Teaching Dept
Glad to see our students fought for their dreams! They all performed very well during the
competition and I can only relate their success to the hard work they have done prior to the
match. They used their spare time preparing, discussing, communicating and practicing, and
the team played as a whole. They deserve the winning!
The flowers from Shunyi PTA parents represents our appreciation to the lovely teachers from
the Chinese Teaching department, for all their help and support! The competition brought our
students honor, courage, optimism, and personal development. Go all little BIBS warriors!

Joyce Wang
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青苗视界 BIBS Glimps

我与青苗二三事

My Own BIBS Story
I used to be a workaholic in the traveling industry. But becoming Lemon’s mother slow me down and teach me to
look at the world with children’s eyes. I started traveling with Lemon ever since she was very little, and I always had
my camera and paintbrush with me to capture our precious moments for Lemon’s Journey Log. When she reached
age for school, I realized it’s time to think about her education.
This summer vacation we traveled with 8 other reader families to Finland and spent the entire summer in the arctic
woods. Our children studied in a local school, and we were very happy to know that the world’s best education in a
Finland primary school classroom is found in BIBS too!
After return, I wrote down what I saw in Finland – A visit to a primary school in Finland, the world’s best education in
my own eyes.
After reading the article many friends asked me which school Lemon is in, and what does BIBS look like to me.
The questions brought me back to 10 years ago, where my own BIBS story began.
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2009

Ten years ago, I was a total workaholic. No child, no life, and the only time-off was the 30 minutes swim every day during
lunch break.
At that time the kids from the kindergarten next door took swimming class in the same pool. One day I was there early
and saw the children changing their clothes quietly, and they left with a clean changing room after saying ‘sorry for the
inconveniences’ to me.
I was more than shocked that there was no screaming, giggling or mess, and asked my co-worker which kindergarten it was.
And the answer was: Beanstalk International Kindergarten.

2 015

It was the year Lemon started kindergarten. Because of the nice surprise in the swimming pool locker, I did not think of any
other options but the not-too-close-to-home BIK.
I knew what I wanted for Lemon. She can be brilliant or normal in the future, but must be sensible and thoughtful like I
witness in that locker.
Three years at BIK, we have been so luck to meet the great teachers. When Lemon didn’t eat well, dorm teacher was more
worried than me.
In the summer trip, homeroom teacher asked the children to rest on the picnic mat and fanned them, and made the joke that
she was roasting human BBQ and the kids must rotate themselves.
Everyday Lemon went to school with a ponytail and came home with a half-up. One time her teacher even made blossom in
the evening for the girls.
When the kids started learning music instruments, the teachers planned their own musical. They chose the music, printed
tickets, made seating arrangements and set the stage. Seeing how serious Lemon was for the preparation, I was very grateful
that BIK had offered the children a free, positive and creative learning environment.
These fond memories will last for a very long time. As Lemon said during the last kindergarten year: I want to be with
Beanstalk, and I don’t want to go anywhere else.
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2018
Elementary school was a bigger decision which I did not make right away. Going to a public school, international school or a
modern education school… I made intensive investigation and comparisons.
If interested in the details, please refer to my WeChat blog Public? International or Modern Education? My visit to 3
Beijing top schools with my daughter.
I didn’t agree with the standard systematic education program or the modern education concept, and it was Principal
Nathan’s statement that helped me make up my mind: What is education? The world is changing so rapidly that no one
know what the future holds, and what knowledge is required. Yet we want our students to have the capability of continuous
learning, trouble shooting and problem-solving, to face the challenges to come. This is more important than acquiring one
skill.
I couldn’t agree more, as this is what education should look like. So, I decided to keep Lemon in BIBS.
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2019
Fast enough, Lemon is now a G2 student
in the nicely equipped new Changying
Campus, and we are well adapted to the
BIBS rhythm.
Interestingly, I found that BIBS has
heavier academic pressure than many
public and international schools. This
is because the Changying campus is
well balanced on Chinese and English
teaching, where the Chinese language
part is adopted from the National
Education Program like public schools
in Chaoyang District, and the English
part follows IPC curriculum, enabling
language learning and inquiry-based
project learning in parallel. I believe
Lemon is learning twice the public does.
But we were not concerned about her
study. It is all about setting the goal,
finding the pace, and hard working.
After this summer’s Finland trip, I
understand BIBS and the teachers even
more:
During lower grades Chinese
teachers teach Chinese language and
mathematics in the meantime, which
is an advanced educational concept of
fusion and balance.
Ensure enough physical exercises every
day, not only as a skill but simply also
aiming for children’s well-being.
Encourage and guide children to
observe, think and express freely.
Blend international educational concepts
into Chinese teaching, which provides
confidence to parents like me for letting
our children study in China.
Now you can also see the loving BIBS
through details.
There is such thing as a perfect school
as every child is unique, as their needs
are different. But trust me, school,
parents and children are no enemies.
They work with and depend on each
other.

I like BIBS for being a community
school, where teachers, parents and
students trust, understand, share and
communicate, finding the best position
for everyone in it.
As a parent, instead of pursuing the
perfect education fantasy, I prefer to
trust the school more and work with the
teachers.

Being a BIBS student, wearing the
same school uniform, from a baby to
a big girl… For Lemon, it must mean
happiness.

【Thanks to BIBS Changying Campus
student Lemon Li’s mother for this
article】
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青苗视界 BIBS Glimps

我想在喜欢的学校快乐的学习

Happy at School

Zhang Chenxu, a smart boy,
who was admitted to a key
school with 1:125 acceptance
rate. After being the studies
commissary and English class
representative throughout his
primary school time, Chenxu and
his parents decided to transfer
to BIBS last year. What lead to
such big decision? Let’s hear his
story.
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Q: What was your last school like? And why did you leave?
Chenxu: My previous school was not bad in general. But I was not a fan of the military style student management and the high
pressure. I was nervous before each examination and the heavy homework load often kept me awake till midnight. I wanted to
be happy, hence left for BIBS.
Mother: My son was previously in a key school which we had to take him to a pre-school as our residency was not in that
school's region. The pre-school is half-day every weekend with numerous examinations. And I was told only 5 students out of 40
were finally accepted.
Chenxu had been the studies commissary and English class representative in primary school, and transferring school never
came to our mind until his 5th grade, when he had to give up more and more interests due to the increasing studying pressure.
He was unhappy and sometimes got emotional for a small mistake. What worried me more was that he was losing his
confidence, and started refusing to teamwork or demonstrate himself in front of others. I realized something went wrong and I
must look for solution.
Coincidentally, a friend's child is in BIBS who spoke highly of the school. I was moved when she told me BIBS has a warm
and friendly studying environment and children are happy. We brought Chenxu to the BIBS campus twice, and after that the
transferring just happened naturally. Confidence and smile appeared on Chenxu's face again the day he dressed up in BIBS
uniform.

Q: Transferring school is not an easy move, What's your biggest concern?
Mother: People couldn't understand our decision as we have Beijing household registration and that Chenxu was doing very
well in that key school. We were struggling to make decision too as we were not sure how well Chenxu can get along with the
new environment, and how well he may develop from there. Transferring to an international school means giving up the national
college acceptance examination, and that's new to me and my husband. It seemed to be taking chanced on my own son's
future. With our family internal discussions failing to give conclusion, we decided to let Chenxu make his own choice. Afterall,
happiness is key to studying and only Chenxu knows what kind of environment he prefers to study in. And the decision was
BIBS.
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Q: Do you remember the
day you started at BIBS?
And why did you choose
us?

Chenxu: The first time I came
to BIBS was on the 2017 Open
Day. I liked the open library where
students could enter freely, and find
a comfortable corner to read as they
wished. Their freedom and happiness
impressed me.

Q: How did you get along with the new environment?
Chenxu: Transferring to a new school was a fresh start. It did take me a while to get used to BIBS, i.e. Science subject at BIBS
is more practical which required more hands-on experiments and answer searching. I was a bit lost in the beginning, but shortly
got back on track with my classmates' help. I like here as we get to demonstrate ourselves a lot.
Mother: Chenxu loves to make friends and to communicate with his classmates and teachers. After the first 2 weeks at BIBS he
told me he had made acquaintance with most students in G5 and many foreign teachers, and he was happy speaking to all of
them. It was a big relief, and I joined the PTA myself too.
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Q: What's Chenxu's biggest achievement in the past year?
Chenxu: My English improved a lot in the past year. I used to get 3-4 on English writing, but with my teacher's help I got four 7s
at the end of last year.
Mother: BIBS is a magical place where always turns pressure into driven power. We used to focus on scores only and missed
many joyful moments in my son’s growing-up. But now in BIBS, even with bigger challenges, we are surrounded by a positive
energy which turns pressure into power.
i.e. Chenxu’s Language and Literature class. Initially he was only able to get a 4, he was not happy but stayed calm and started
looking for solutions like asking his teacher for help and discussing with his classmates. Not he is able to get a 7, and instead of
giving instructions, all we parents had to do was to support, understand and applause.

Q: What's your expectation
for your son?
And in your opinion
what's the best
education?

Mother: I always wanted my son to
be a healthy, happy, lifelong learner.
Pressure might have made many
parents forget where they came
from, but believe interest is still the
best teacher.

Q: Do scores matter? What
kind of life do you want
and what's your dream?
C h e n g x u : S c o re s a re n o t t o o
important. It's the attitude and skills
that matter. Happiness is key to life.
Sometimes I share my dreams with
my friends. I think I want to become
a singer, and of course a generous
person.

We were deeply touched and impressed by Chenxu and his parents, who made such
decision between scores and happiness. A 12-year-old boy told us scores are not
too important and it’s the attitude and skills that matter, and that happiness is key to
life. We feel grateful for such a smart boy who is now able to remain his interests and
passion to learn.
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青苗家园 BIBS Family

青苗昆明：换一种方式去思考与表达—— 模拟法庭进青苗

BIBS Kunming：Mock Court in BIBS
BIBS held a mock court last week with
the guidance from Kunming Intermediate
People’s Court in order to strengthen the
legal education for youth, to train their
legal sense, to help them know how to
use laws to protect themselves and how
to be a good citizen in learning, obeying
and practicing the law.
The mock court used a case of “student
injury caused by fighting for snacks”
as the material for the students to
reproduce, and the court procedure was
strictly set up in accordance with the
regulations of the law. The simulation
was intellective, informative and
cautionary, so that it helps to enhance
the students’ legal sense when they see
and feel the seriousness of law.
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This mock court was prepared and
completed by students from PYP3, PYP4
and PYP5 in BIBS.
It began with the PYP3 students
acting to show all the audiences what
happened at the crime scene. Later,
the court clerk started to introduce the
plaintiff, the defendant, the attorneys,
the judge and the court rules.
“The hearing open now…” with a clear
hit of the gavel, officially started the
moot court. Students from every grade
were so immersed in their own roles
and that has led the whole atmosphere
to become solemn. The chief judge
has calmly presided the trial from the
opening, to the investigation, the debate
and the decision...the confrontations
were intense: a real court was perfected
by each actor.
“Practice makes perfect”, students have
prepared so well before the simulation,
they presented their clear and logical
thinking on court. The confrontation was
brilliant, both sides have attacked and
defended according to the controversial
focus in the court trial. They presented
an audio-visual feast for the audience.
Although our teachers and students were
excited because of the excellent show,
they still held back their voice in order to
build the students a good competitive
environment on stage.
It is inevitable for a country to change
from “rule of men” to “rule of law” for the
development of a society, as well as a
symbol of our gradual prosperity. Youths
determine a country’s future, the concept
of diversified knowledge cultivation in
BIBS is cultivating excellent youths for
the world.
The first mock court in BIBS has come
to a perfect conclusion. The seed of “law
sense” was planted, let us be hopeful
witnessing it grows up with our students.
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BIBS
Kunming
Campus
ADMISSIONS
招生信息
昆明校区 （1 年级 -12 年级）
BIBS Kunming Campus （G1G12）
云南省昆明市呈贡区拥政街 986 号，
邮编 650500
No.985 Yongzheng Street,
Chenggong Dirstrict,
Kunming Yunnan Province
650500
电话：（+86871）6747-8668
传真：（+86871）6595-7766
邮箱：kunming@bibs.com.cn
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青苗家园 BIBS Family

青苗成都：深挖 | 好外教至少要具备这 3 点！

BIBS Chengdu：
What Makes a Good Foreign Teacher?
Foreign teachers are the main force in an international school. Their
educational philosophy and teaching methods directly determine the school
educational level. In the class of foreign teachers, students will experience
the sparks of different cultures, and obtain the different thinking ways as
well, which is benefit to every kid.
However, for parents, we rarely have an opportunity to go deep to a foreign
teacher's class or a conversation with them. So from now on, a series of
introduction to BIBS foreign teachers will be shared with our readers here.
Everyone has stories of teaching to tell and every story worth to be read
by us. Meanwhile, we also hope every parent to post your own story about
“love, care and support” with foreign teachers after this article to make BIBS
community a warmest place.
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“Great foreign teachers are
not determined by the parts
of the world they come
from, but in guiding their
learners well.”
By BIBS PYP homeroom
teacher, Rachel Wethers
This summer vacation, Rachel Wethers, a teacher from the United States, has no
leisure enough. In addition to settling down her new house in BIBS Chengdu, she
has begun to study the learning characteristics and English levels of the students in
her class, and set out on the improvement of the PYP Unit Plan for the new semester
even there is still several weeks before the start of the school.
Rachael left from another famous international school and accepted BIBS’s invitation.
The school values her rich teaching experience and excellent teaching results. When
she worked in an international in Shanghai, all her students got through Primary
TOFEL at the first time and some students even got full points. The Student who
was the NO.1 in Chengdu area at that time attend Junior TOFEL and got 895 points
(900 points for full) and only got one mistake. Another student of Rachael got the
golden medal at that time in Poetry Creation Competition which was held by Chengdu
international school community CISA.

Rachael is warm and cheerful, she not only has rich experience of teaching, but also
worked as career development coordinator in an international school, so she has
the skills of helping children to plan their education road and advanced education
concepts. she will teach as a primary homeroom teacher at BIBS Chengdu next
academic year and will help children get good grades!
Rachael believes in an idea of education that there are no poor students, only
unskilled teachers. Good foreign teachers also need to pay more attention to improve
students academic skills and spend more time getting along with them in order to
their acdemci success and achievement.
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“ English skill is only the
method and the tool, the
education to love, care
a n d s u p p o r t ro o t e d i n
the deep heart of every
educator from every part
of all the world."
By BIBS PYP homeroom
teacher, Vickie Robert
Vickie ia also a teacher from the USA with a Bachelor degree in Science Degree in
Human Services, USA. The Florida Department of Children & Families (DCF). She
carries forward her education concepts at every time of her decades teaching career.
Wherever in the canteen or in the playground, she focused on children all the time
and makes sure the security of the environment or equipment. Any improper behavior
or language cannot escape from Vickie’s sharp eyes. She will definitely asks the
students to communicate with her about his/her improper behavior and the methods
for correcting errors. All students, whether her students or students of other classes
love her but meanwhile afraid of her.

In a heavy rainy day, in order to ensure student having warm meal as soon as
possible, Vickie wore a rain coat, ran through the heavy rain along and took the meals
for her students from the canteen. Rainwater fell from her cheek down to the vacuum
food box. Her love soaked in the meals and warmed children’s heart.
Because of her full love, care and support for children, children’s characters grew in
a love immersion environment. All her students have a good behavior on English and
thinking.
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BIBS
Chengdu
Campus

ADMISSIONS
招生信息
青苗成都校区（学前班 -12 年级）
BIBS Chengdu Campus
（Preschool-G12）
成都市龙泉驿区洪河大道 351 号，
邮编 610000
No. 351 Honghe Strees,
Chengdu Sichuan Province,
China, 610000
电话：028-8295-9863 /
028-8285-4742
邮箱：chengdu@bibs.com.cn
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“Teachers should set an
example to explore multiculture and embrace the
future eagerly for the
students."
By BIBS PYP homeroom
teacher, Tairo Medeiros
After interviewing with Tario, I totally understood the idea by Karl Theodor Jaspers:
Education is a tree shaking a tree, a cloud to promote a cloud, a soul awaken another
soul.
Tairo came from California but with a steady and accurate working style, he is not so
talkative but can attract every student in his class in an amazing way. Tairo’s strict
and direct teaching style were respected by parents and students and popular among
them. In order to explore the nature law in “How the world works” unit, he designed a
“Science Narrative Writing” class and put the following 5 steps for writing:

1. Ask questions
2. Observe
3. Make hypothesis
4. Experiment
5. Conclusion

Tairo taught students “What is good question” and “How to put up good question” in
several classes.
——Whether it’s easy to find out answer and find out answer by searching.
—— Whether it’s easy to operate. Whether it can be operated in the school lab and
make a conclusion. For example “Why there is wave” is a good question, but it’s not
easy to operate.
—— Whether it can be connected with other question”
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Students evaluated their questions and fixed under the
teacher’s guidance and really understood how to put up good
questions.
As a PYP homeroom teacher, moral education to the students
is as important as academic one. I was wondering weather a
young male teacher can observe the world of a child to learn
their mind, but I was reassured after knowing a story happened
in his class as followings.
One day, a student found a drawing pin on her chair and
this issue broke the peace. Students were afraid. Tairo didn’t
keep asking who is the practical joker immeaditely but held a
brainstorming for the whole class on that day: “If you found a
drawing pin on your own chair, how would you feel?” “ If you
found a drawing pin on your friend’s chair, what would you
do?” “ if you do know who did the trick, what would you talk
with him or her?” …….
Everybody was involed in that brainstorming with a selfreflectiveness, the end is, pretty soon, the joker came to
apologize by himself.
This kind of story happenes every day in BIBS class, we
appreciate evey foreign teacher’s effect to make BIBS a better
place and hope every student can enjoy their every school day
in BIBS.
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青苗 BIK BIBS BIK

萌萌“小鬼”闹青苗 多元文化真精彩

Halloween!
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It’s Halloween time again!
Every festival has its own meaning
Which stands for a unique
Culture and history
Pumpkins, witches and ghosts....
The holiday vibe
A culture learning opportunity
Filled with joy and laughter
Every family’s Jack-o-lantern
Looks different
Being the key of Halloween
Our little ones carve their pumpkins
With creative ideas
Trick or Treat!
Handmade candy bags
Cute, scary, funny….
We make the bags so big
All candies come home with us!
We believe an environment is readable
Children learn and develop by interacting with the
environment
Little society, big world
Experience diversified cultures
Without traveling overseas
Experience western holidays
And develop the ability
To understand and communicate
Learn with fun
Broaden young vision
Learn, exchange and cooperate
Tolerate, accept and respect
A meaningful and informing holiday
For children and all!
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BIK IN BEIJING
北京青苗幼儿园

蓝色港湾校区

顺义校区

仰山校区

望湖校区

Solana Campus

Shunyi Campus

Yangshan Campus

Wanghu Campus

北京市朝阳区朝阳公园路 6 号院

北京市顺义区天竺镇丽苑街 21-

北京市朝阳区安立路 30 号仰山

北京市朝阳区望京北路 51 号（望

16 号楼

101 号 邮编 101312

公园东 1 门 7 号楼

湖公园管理处旁）

Building 16, No. 6 Chaoyang

No.21-101 Liyuan Jie Tianzhu

Building 7 East Gate A, 30

No.51 North Wangjing Road

Park Road,

County, Shunyi District,

Anli Road, Yangshan Park

(next to Park Service)

Chaoyang District, Beijing

Beijing 101312

Chaoyang District, Beijing

Chaoyang District, Beijing

电话：(+8610) 5905-6700

电话：（+8610）6456-5931

电话 : (+8610) 6430-4594 /

电话 : (+8610) 6478-4166

邮箱 : solana@bibs.com.cn

邮箱：biksy@bibs.com.cn

(+8610) 6430-4493

邮箱 : wanghu@bibs.com.cn

邮箱 : yangshan@bibs.com.cn

昌平怡园校区

朝阳常营校区

海淀四季青校区

万达校区

Joypark Campus

Chaoyang Changying Campus

Haidian Academy

Wanda Campus

北京市昌平区水库路 16 号 北京

北京市朝阳区幺家店路 1 号院

北京市海淀区四季青镇巨山路燕

北京市朝阳区建国路 93 号万达

怡园

No.1 Yaojiadian Street,

西台

广场 7 号楼 邮编 100022

Beijing Joypark, No.16 Shuiku

Chaoyang District, Beijing

Yanxitai， Jushan Road，

Building 7, Wanda Plaza No.

Road,

电话：(+8610) 8456-2808 /

Sijiqing，Haidian District,

93 Jianguo Road,

Beijing

Chaoyang District, Beijing

电话：13231668315

100022

邮箱 : hda@bibs.com.cn

电话 : (+8610) 5960-3887 /

Changping District, Beijing
电话 :(+8610) 8973-9300

18513102737
邮箱 : changying@bibs.com.cn

182 1010 6365
邮箱 :changping@bibs.com.cn

(+8610) 5960-3997
邮箱 : wanda@bibs.com.cn
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BIK IN BEIJING
北京青苗幼儿园

常青藤校区
Changqingteng Campus
北京市朝阳区东坝南一街 4 号
No.4 Dongba, Nanyijie,
Chaoyang District, Beijing
电话：(+8610) 8537-9659 /
(+8610) 8537-9259
邮箱 : changqingteng@bibs.
com.cn

BIK IN CHINA
外埠青苗幼儿园

南京校区

昆明校区

成都校区

澄迈校区

Nanjing Campus

Kunming Campus

Chengdu Campus

Chengmai Campus

南京市浦口区狮山路融侨观邸左

云南省昆明市呈贡区拥政街 985

成都市龙泉驿区洪河大道 351

海南省澄迈县大风镇富力红树湾

岸1栋

号，邮编 650500

号，邮编 610000

A06 区青苗幼儿园

Bldy. No 1, Left Band,

No.985 Yongzheng Street,

No.351 Honghe Street,

BIK, Section A06, R&F

Riverside Residence, Shishan

Chenggong Dirstrict,

Longquanyi District，

Mangrove Bay,

Road, Pukou District, Nanjing

Kunming Yunnan Province

Chengdu Province 610000

Dafeng Township, Chengmai

电话：(+8625) 5860-9532

650500

电话：(+8628) 8481-0088

County, Hainan Province

邮箱：StellaRui@bibs.com.cn

电话：（+86871）6747-8668

邮箱：chengdu@bibs.com.cn

电话：139 1065 9246 张老师

传真：（+86871）6595-7766

邮箱：chengmai@bibs.com.cn

邮箱：kunming@bibs.com.cn
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青苗家委会 BIBS PTA

绽放自我光芒，用心陪伴成长

Recruiting for BIBS PTA Chorus
and Dance Troupe
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We being parents
Often watch our children performing
Singing, dancing and playing
When we applause for them
Have we considered if they want to see
A different mommy and daddy
Performing on the stage too?

Today
The BIBS PTA is offering the opportunity
To join our chorus and dance troupe
If you love to sing and dance
If you wish to perform along with your children
Being a role model
And display a different side of you
Please join us!

No difficult songs or moves
No professional training required
Just something new to your daily life
A challenge that gets you more involved
After all
Who doesn’t want to watch their parents
Performing on the same stage?

Join us today
Instructions from professional teachers
Weekly learning and training
Not only to get fit
But also to study together with your children
More importantly
Don’t miss the opportunity to co-play with your little ones
Capture every moment of their growing
And commit the experience to your memories!

【Note】
• Registration is also available at cafeteria
of both campuses
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青苗毕业生 BIBS Graduates

大学录取季：第一封大学录取通知书已抵达！

The First Admission Letter!
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By the time most overseas
universities just started their
application season, Pranav of G12,
who has been with BIBS since G1,
has already received the first offer
– Admission Letter from Bocconi
University, with full scholarship!
The Economics and Social Sciences
major of Bocconi University ranks
n u m b e r 4 o n Q S E u ro p e , w i t h
worldwide reputation.

Bocconi University is located in Milan.
It’s not only the best business school
of Italy, but also the only Triple Crown
certified university in the country. The
Triple Crown certification refers to
AACSB, EQUIS and AMBA, representing
the quality of teaching of a university.
Bocconi University graduates include
many politicians, economics and
entrepreneurs, such as former Italian
prime minister Mario Monti, Head of
Harvard Economics Department Alberto
Alesina, the father of euro Tommaso
Padoa-Schioppa, and the President of
Telecom Italia Marco Patuano.
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Pranav’s plan
Pranav started with BIBS since G1, and is now the Head Boy in G12. Pranav always knew he wanted to study in Economics or
International Relations, and that’s why Bocconi University became his choice. The Economics Department of Bocconi University
holds world class reputation. Although in Italy, most courses are conducted in English, hence students may apply with their IB
scores directly.
Being an Indian citizen, Pranav speaks fluent English. With Bocconi University he gets to learn Italian, which gives him the
th
4 language in addition to English, Chinese and Hindu. Imagine how much it would help when Pranav works for international
organizations such as UN.
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Why so early?
Why our graduates are already receiving admission letters while most overseas universities just opened application portal? The
answer is early planning with our BIBS Guidance Counselling Office. Ever since G11, our guidance counsellors will help all BIBS
students list out the universities they are interested.
Universities have different application windows. Out of the 3 windows of Bocconi, the earliest one starts in April of the previous
year. Our guidance counsellors got in touch with the university admission officers, and learnt the application procedure and
requirements well in advance.
The new enrollment season has just begun, and we would like to congratulate Pranav on his admission letter already! Now Pranav
is still working on applications for British and US universities. We wish he receives more offer, and that all BIBS 2020 graduates
meet their goals!
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